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At its June 2014 meeting, CCV considered Document CCV/36 from ITU-R Study Group 6, 

containing a proposal to add a number of broadcasting terms and definitions to the ITU terminology 

database. It was suggested to improve the definition of the terms “Modulation error ratio”, 

“Encapsulation function”, “Delivery function” and “Control function” in order to make them more 

specific. In addition, it was suggested to align the definition of the terms “Service associated IBB 

application”, “Service exclusive IBB application”, “Service shared IBB application” and “Stand-

alone IBB application” with the corresponding ones referenced in Recommendation ITU-T J.205. It 

was finally suggested and agreed to liaise all the above proposed terms and definitions to the ITU-T 

SCV so that they could be forwarded to the appropriate ITU-T study group(s) in order to harmonize 

terms and definitions among the two Sectors. 

CCV also considered Document CCV/37, from ITU-R Working Party 5A, containing a proposal to 

add a number of land mobile terms and definitions to the ITU terminology database. It was 

mentioned that the terms, and their corresponding definitions, “Ad hoc network, wireless ad hoc 

network”, “Wireless peer-to-peer network”, “Infrastructure, network infrastructure”, “Ancillary 

infrastructure, ancillary network infrastructure”, “Client relay, client relay station, client wireless 

relay” and “Client relay network, client wireless relay network” are general. It was also suggested 

that it should be verified if similar terms and definitions already exist, or are proposed, in the ITU 

terminology database. It was further suggested and agreed to include the above mentioned terms 

and definitions in the liaison statement to the ITU-T SCV. 

Therefore, by this liaison statement, the CCV would like to seek the views of the ITU-T SCV on the 

above broadcasting and land mobile terms and definitions, with the aim of harmonizing terms and 

definitions among the two Sectors. 
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